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THEOREMS OF HARDY AND PALEY 
FOR VECTOR-VALUED ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
AND RELATED CLASSES OF BANACH SPACES 

O. BLASCO AND A. PELCZYNSKI 

ABSTRACT. We investigate the classes of Banach spaces where analogues of the 
classical Hardy inequality and the Paley gap theorem hold for vector-valued 
functions, We show that the vector-valued Paley theorem is valid for a large 
class of Banach spaces (necessarily of cotype 2) which includes all Banach lat-
tices of cotype 2, all Banach spaces whose dual is of type 2 and also the pre-
duals of C' -algebras, For the trace class SI and the dual of the algebra of 
all bounded operators on a Hilbert space a stronger result holds; namely, the 
vector-valued analogue of the Fefferman theorem on multipliers from HI into 
/1 : in particular for the latter spaces the vector-valued Hardy inequality holds. 
This inequality is also true for every Banach space of type > I (Bourgain), 

0, INTRODUCTION 

If f = L:>o a;e ijl is an analytic trigonometric polynomial, then ;-

where C1 and C2 are numerical constants independent of f (cf. [DuD. The 
first fact is called the Hardy inequality; the second is a particular case of a the-
orem of Paley where (2k) is replaced by any sequence (nk) of positive integers 
with infk nk+l/nk > 1. Both inequalities are false if analytic trigonometric 
polynomials are replaced by arbitrary trigonometric polynomials; their proofs 
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depend on special properties of the Hardy space HI like the factorization the-
orem and atomic decomposition. 

In the present paper we are interested in finding under what additional con-
ditions on a Banach space X the inequalities remain true if the Fourier coeffi-
cients a j 's are elements of X and absolute values are everywhere replaced by 
norms. In that setting for arbitrary Banach spaces the inequalities are false. A 
standard counterexample is the space co; a more sophisticated one L 1/ H~ (see 
Proposition 1.1 for details). It appears that the validity of X-valued Hardy and 
Paley inequalities depends on geometric properties of X like the (Rademacher) 
type and cotype or the Fourier type introduced by Peetre [Pee] (i.e. a vector-
valued version of the Hausdorff-Young inequality). Sometimes it depends on 
special analytic structure of X like being a dual of a C* -algebra. Obviously 
the validity of any of these inequalities or related ones is an invariant of the so-
called" local theory of Banach spaces"; in particular, the validity for X implies 
the validity for every Banach space finitely representable in X. 

The paper consists of four sections. The first has a preliminary character. We 
recall the definitions of vector-valued Hardy spaces Hi and the vector-valued 
atomic space H~·at . The important discovery of Bourgain and Garcia-Cuerva 
(cf. Theorem 1.1) links H~,at with H~. Next we set up a framework for the 
vector-valued analogues of the Hardy and Paley inequalities; we rephrase them 
in terms of boundedness of operators induced by some scalar multipliers (for 
instance the sequence ((j + 1)-1) corresponds to the Hardy inequality). We 
also recall some basic facts from the local theory of Banach spaces. 

§2 is devoted to the study of operators induced by bounded multipliers from 
HI into II (the symbols HI and II without subscripts denote the usual scalar-
valued spaces). Obviously every scalar sequence which is a bounded multiplier 
from H~ into I~ for some Banach space X is automatically a bounded mul-
tiplier from H I into II. We introduce the class of Banach spaces X (called 
spaces of (HI _II )-Fourier type, such that every bounded multiplier from HI 
into II induces a bounded multipliers from H~ into I~. This class is a proper 
subclass of the Banach spaces of Cotype 2. We show that if 1 :::; p :::; 2 then 
LP(fl) and the Schatten-von Neumann trace class Sp are spaces of (H"~ -/~) 
Fourier type (cf. Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.2). The case of Sp heavily 
depends on a noncommutative factorizatiorl theorem (cf. [S]). The case of SI 
yields that the dual space of the space of all linear operators on a Hilbert space is 
a space of (HI _II )-Fourier type. Next we introduce the one-parameter family 
F Mq for I :::; q :::; 2 of sequence spaces which "connect" the class F MI = II 
of trivial multipliers with the class of all bounded multipliers from HI into 
II. The Hardy multiplier ((j + 1) -I) belongs to the intersection nq> I F Mq . 
We show that if for a Banach space X the vector-valued Hausdorff-Young in-
equality holds with an exponent p E [1 ,2] then every multiplier from F Mp 
induces a bounded operator from H~·at into I~ (Theorem 2.4). As an appli-
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cation of this result we get that if p > 2 and Ep denotes either L P or Sp then 
the class of scalar sequences inducing bounded operators from Hi: into Ii: 

p p 

coincides with F Mp (Corollary 2.6). We also present a proof of a result due to 
J. Bourgain (Theorem 2.5) that if X has type> 1 then the X-valued Hardy 
inequality holds. 

In §3 we study "Paley spaces", i.e. Banach spaces for which the vector-valued 
Paley theorem holds. This property is equivalent to the formally stronger one 
that every bounded multiplier from HI into II induces a bounded operator 
for corresponding vector-valued spaces. The class of Paley spaces contains the 
class of (HI -/I)-Fourier type spaces and is contained as a proper subclass in 
the class of Banach spaces of cotype 2. However, for Banach lattices (Theorem 
3.2) as well as for Banach spaces of type > 1 (Proposition 3.5) the class of 
Paley spaces coincides with the class of Banach spaces of cotype 2. Actually the 
vector-valued Paley theorem for Hi' at characterizes Banach spaces of co type 2 
and type > 1 (Proposition 3.5). Finally we show that the dual of a C* -algebra 
is a Paley space (Theorem 3.3). 

§4 contains a few open problems and some additional results. In particu-
lar we discuss some characterizations of Banach spaces of type > 1 and the 
relationship between Paley spaces and 2-uniformly PL convexifiable spaces. 
Acknowledgment. We would like to express our gratitude to D. J. H. Garling 
for valuable discussions in the early stage of this research concerning the cases 
of Banach lattices and C* -algebras; we are particularly indebted to J. Bourgain 
for this permission to include Theorem 2.5 and to G. Pisier for several com-
ments and remarks which improved the preliminary version of the paper. We 
would like also to thank the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, the 
University of Cambridge and St. John's College Cambridge for their hospitality 
and support. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

1.1 Vector-valued Hardy spaces H~. Unless otherwise indicated all Banach 
spaces are considered to be taken over the complex number field C. Given 
a Banach space X and p E [1 : (0) (respectively p = (0) we denote by 
Li the space of all X -valued 27r-periodic functions on the real line lR which 
are Bochner absolutely integrable in the pth power (respectively essentially 
bounded) under the norm 

1I/IIp = [(27r)-1 [ 7C
7C 11/(t)IIP dt] lip 

(respectively 11/1100 = esssuPIEIR.II/(t)II)· 

for I :::; p < 00 

Given 1 E L ~ and an integer j , the jth Fourier coefficient of 1 is defined 
by 
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If for some nonnegative integer n, JU) = 0 for Iii> n, then I is called an 
X-valued trigonometric polynomial of degree ~ n; if moreover JU) = 0 for 
i < 0, then I is called an X -valued analytic trigonometric polynomial. 

Given P E [I : 00) the Hardy space Hi is defined to be the closure of all X-
valued analytic trigonometric polynomials under the norm II· lip ; equivalently, 

Hi = {I E Li: JU) = 0 for i < O} . 

1.2. The spaces Hi' at and BMOx ' Given a Banach space X, an X-atom 
supported on an interval I C IR (with the Lebesgue measure III ~ 271:) is any 
X -valued 271:-periodic function a E L C; such that 

a(t)=O fort$.2k71:+1 

-I 
Iiallao ~ 271:1/1 ; 

for k = 0, ± 1 , ±2, ... , 

inn a(t) dt = o. 
Also every constant X-valued function a(t) = x for t E IR with Ilxll ~ 1 is 
called an X-atom. Clearly, Ilall l ~ 1 for every X-atom a. If a is an X-atom 
supported on I then 

(1.1 ) IlaU)11 ~ 4- l lill / l for i = 0, ±l, ±2, .... 

Indeed, if to is the centre of 1, then 

271:llaU)11 = III a(t)(e-i)1 - e-i)IO)dt/i ~ Ilae-i)tollao I lei)('o-t) - Ildt 

~ 271:1/1-1 I Iii It - tal dt ~ 271:111111- 1(1/12- 1)2 = 271:li//114- 1 . 

An I ELl is said to have an atomic representation (( ak ) • (A k )) provided 
(ak ) is a sequence of X -atoms, (Ak ) is a sequence of nonnegative integers, 

We put 

Hl,at = {I E L~: I has an atomic representation}, 

1I/III,at = infLAk for I E Hl,at 

where the infimum is taken over all atomic representations of I. It is well 
known and easy to verify (cf. e.g. [GC-Ru] for the scalar case) that Hi,at under 
the norm lI'II I,at is a Banach space; moreover, the natural inclusion Hi' at '-+ Ll 
is a contraction: i.e., 

11/111 ~ 11/111 at for f E Hl,at. 

In general the norm II· II l ,at is stronger than 11'11 1, However, on Hi both 
norms are equivalent. Precisely we have 
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Theorem 1.1 (Bourgain, Garcia-Cuerva). There is an absolute constant C such 
that for every Banach space X , 

Ilfll, ,at::; Cllfll, for f E Hx' 

Consequently every f E Hi belongs to Hi' at ; the inclusion Hi '--+ Hi,at is an 
isomorphic embedding of Banach spaces. 

For the proof see [B 1, Theorem 6]. 
Next we shall recall the definition BMO x' For f E L~ we put 

Ilfll BMo = max (1Ifll' ' sup(2nIII)-' [7171 Ilf(t) - ~II dt) 

where ~ = 111-' II f(t) dt and the supremum is taken over all intervals IE lE. 
with III ::; 2n . 

We define , 
BMOx = {f E Lx: Ilfll BMo < +oc}. 

Clearly BMOx under the norm II ·II BMo is a Banach space. 
Part of the Fefferman-Stein duality between H' ,at and BMO goes over the 

vector-valued case. To formulate the result it is convenient to introduce the 
following notation. Let f ELi and f* ELi. where X* is the dual of X. 
Write 

(f, f*) = (2n)-' [71}f*(t)](f(-t))dt 

whenever the scalar-valued function t ---+ [f* (t) ](f( -t)) is integrable on [-n, n] . 

Theorem 1.2. For every Banach space X the space BMO X' is isomorphic to a 
subspace of the dual of Hi' at via the map j* ---+ ¢ r where for f* E BMO x' 
the functional ¢x' E (Hi,at)* is uniquely defined by its action on X-atoms, by 
¢r(a) = (a, f*). 

The proof is essentially the same as in the scalar case; it uses the fact that for 
every Banach space X there is a natural isomorphic embedding of L i. into 
(L';)* . 

1.3. Some facts from geometry of Banach spaces. The classes of Banach spaces 
we will study have the property that if a space X belongs to one of the classes, 
then every space finitely representable in X also belongs to the same class. 
Recall that a Banach space Y is crudely finitely representable in a Banach space 
X if there is K ~ 1 such that for every finite-dimensional subspace E of 
Y there is a linear operator u: E ---+ X such that Ilell ::; Ilu(e)11 ::; Kllell for 
e E E. As an example consider for 1 ::; p < 00 the space Hi(D) of all X-
valued analytic functions on the unit disc D = {z E c: Izl < I} such that for 
each 0 < r < 1 the function F, E Hi and III Filip = sup{ I IF, lip: 0 < r < I} < 
+00 where F,(t) = F(re it ). Clearly Hi isometrically embeds into Hi(D). 
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Conversely it is not hard to verify that Hi (D) is crudely finitely representable 
. H P 
In x' 

Next recall (cf. [M-Pi]) that a Banach space X has type p (respectively 
cotype q) if there is a constant T < 00 (respectively C < 00) such that for 
every positive integer m and every Xl' X 2 ' ..• , Xm EX 

fo' lit, x, f, (I) II d t $ T (t, II X, II') II, 

(rcsp (t,lIx,II') II, $ C fo' IIt,V,(t)11 dt) 
where (rk ) is the sequence of Rademacher functions. Type is a number in the 
interval [1,2], while the range of cotype is the interval [2, +00]. A space 
is said to have nontrivial type (respectively nontrivial cotype) provided it has 
type > 1 (respectively cotype < +00). Spaces with type > 1 are also called 
B-convex. 

Note that the concepts of type and co type do not change if in the definition 
the L 1 -norm is replaced by any L P -( quasi) norm for 0 < p < 00 (the Kahane 
inequality [Kh, L-T]) , and the Rademacher functions are replaced by an arbi-
trary sequence of distinct characters of a compact abelian group belonging to 
some Sidon set (Pisier [Pi I], cf. also [P]). 

Following Peetre [Pee] we say that a Banach space X has Fourier type p, 
where 1 ::; p ::; 2, if there is a constant K = K(X) such that 

(
+CXJ )IIP' 
~ 11/(n)llP' ::; Kllfllp for f ELi 

where p' = p(p - 1)-1 for p > 1 and p' = 00 for p = I. A Banach space is 
said to have nontrivial Fourier type if it has Fourier type p for some p > 1 . 
1.4. (HP -Iq)-multipliers and induced operators for vector-valued functions. Let 
m = (m.) >0 be a complex sequence and let X be a Banach space. Define } J_ 
the operator mx from X-valued analytic trigonometric polynomials into the 
eventually zero X-valued sequences by mx(f) = (m/(J))j?o' We call m~ the 
operator induced by the multiplier m. The operator m x is said to be (p, q)-
bounded provided there exists a constant K = K(m, X) such that for every 
X -valued analytic trigonometric polynomial f 

(t, IImJ(j) II' ) 'I, $ KII/II,. 

If m x is (p, q)-bounded, then it uniquely extends to an operator (also denoted 
by mx ) from Hi into the Banach space Ii where 

I~ = {(X) eX: lI(x)lI q = (2:: IIxjll q) llq < 00 } . 
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We call m an (HP -IQ)-multiplier if for X = C me is (p, q)-bounded. 
Clearly, if mE II = I~ , then for every Banach space X the induced operator 

m x is (1, 1 )-bounded. We shall show that for X = Co and for X = L 1/ H~ if 
mx is (1, I)-bounded, then mE II. Here LI /H~ denotes the quotient of LI 
by the subspace 

_I A 

Ho = {f ELI: fU) = 0 for j 2: O}. 
In fact our result is slightly stronger. 

Proposition 1.1. Let X be either Co or L 1/ H~. Assume that for some m = (m) 
the operator mx is (00, I)-bounded. Then mE [I . 

Proof. 10. X = co. Put fn = LJn=o eijt <>J. for n = 1, 2, ... ,where (<> ·»0 is J J_ 
the unit vector basis of co. Clearly, for all n, IIInlloo = 1 and 

00 

2:: IlmjlnU)11 = 2:: 1m) ::; K < 00. 
j=O j=O 

20 • X = L 1/ H~. Let F(n) denote the nth Fejer kernel. Consider the L 1-

valued trigonometric polynomial t --+ F/n) where F/n)(s) = F(n)(s + t). Put 
fn(t)=q(F}n)) where q:LI --+LI/H~ is the quotient map. If j=O, ±1, 
±2, ... then 

lnU) = (2n)-1 inn q(~(n))e-ijt dt = q ((2n)-1 inn F/n)e- ijt dt) = p(n)U)q(e) , 

where ej(s) = eijs for s E ~. Thus In is an L 1/ H~ I-valued analytic trigono-
metric polynomial because q(e) = 0 for j < O. Clearly 

II/n(t)11 ::; IlqllllF/n)IILi = 1 for t E ~, 

because IIF/n)IILi = IIF(n)IILi = 1 and Ilqll = 1. Next note that IIq(e)11 = 1 for 
j 2: O. Indeed, Ilq(e)lI::; IlejllLi ::; 1. On the other hand, 

Ilq(e)11 = inf {(2n)-1 !:n lej(s) - g(s)1 ds: g E H~} 

2: inf{(2n)-llinr.(I-e_/s)g(S))dsl: gEH~} 2: 1, 

n -I because 1-n e_j(s)g(s) ds = 0 for j 2: 0 and for g E Ho. Thus, for n = 
1,2, ... , 

00 00 

2:: Il m j1nU)11 = 2:: ImjIIP(n)U)1 ::; K. 
)=0 j=O 

Hence, L~o Imjl ::; K < 00, because limn p(n)U) = 1, for all j. 

Remark. Proposition 1.1 remains valid for every Banach space E in which 
either Co or L 1/ H~ is crudely finitely representable. In particular one can take 
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E as any infinite-dimensional 200 -space or C* -algebra as well as the reflexive 
space (I'; x r; x ... )', . 

2. BANACH SPACES CHARACTERIZED BY (HI -/I)-MULTIPLIERS 

Definition 2.1. A Banach space X is of (HI - /1 )-Fourier type provided for 
every (HI -/I)-multiplier m the induced multiplier mx is (1, I)-bounded. 
Recall the elegant description (HI _II )-multipliers. 

Theorem 2.1 (Ch. Fefferman). A scalar sequence m = (m»o is an J J_ 
multiplier iff 

( 2) 1/2 00 (k+l)s 

p(m) ~ Imol' + Im,I' + ~~f t; Ct, Imj l) < 00. (2.1 ) 

For the proof see [Sz-W]. 
In the sequel F M stands for the Banach space of all scalar sequences satis-

fying (2.1) equipped with the norm p(.). 
We begin with a dual description of (HI _II) Fourier type spaces. 

Proposition 2.1. For every Banach space X the following are equivalent: 
(i) X is an (HI _II )-Fourier type space; 
(ii) there is C> 0 such that for every m E F M and f E H~ 

L IlmjJ(j)11 ::; Cp(m)llfll l ; 
j . 0 

(iii) there is C > 0 such that for every eventually zero sequence (x;)j~O of 
elements of x* there is an X* -valued trigonometric polynomial g* such that 

(2.2) g*(j)=x; fori~O; Ilg*lloo::;Cp((llx;ll)j~o)' 

Proof. (i) ~ (ii). Put px(m) = sup{2::>ollmj(j)II: f E H~; Ilflll = I}. J _ J 
The standard Baire category argument yields that Px(') is a bounded norm on 
F M. This yields (ii). 

(ii) ~ (iii). Let x; = 0 for i ~ N. Define on H~ the linear functional 

¢~ by ¢~(f) = 2::~~ox;(J(j)) for f E H~. It follows from (ii) that II¢~II ::; 
C p( (1Ix* 11»0)' Let ¢' be a norm-preserving extension of ¢~ onto L ~. Let 

J J_ 

V be the Nth de la Valle Poussin kernel, i.e., V(j) = 1 for Iii::; N, V(j) = 0 
for iii ~ 2N and V(j) linear for -2N::; i ::; -N and for N::; i ::; 2N. It is 
well known that II V III ::; 2. Define for i = 0, ± 1 , ±2, ... , Y; E X· by 

y;(x) = V(j)¢(xe) for x EX, 

where e(t) = eij(. Put g*(t) = 2::1 "1<2Ny*e IJ ( • Then (denoting by a * b the J J _ 1 
convolution of the functions a and b) *. I (f, g ) = ¢ (V * f) for f E Lx' 
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Thus, remembering that II VIII ~ 2, we get 

Ilg*lloo ~ Ilct/IIIIVII I ~ 2Cp((llx;lI)j2:0)· 

On the other hand, taking into account that x· eJ E H~ for j 2: 0 and x EX, 
we get for 0 ~ j ~ N 

g*(j)(x) = y;(x) = V(j)¢*(xejl = V(Jl¢~(xe) = x;(x). 

Thus g*(J) = x; for 0 ~ j ~ N. 
(iii) =:} (i). Let m E F M and let f be an X -valued analytic trigonometric 

polynomial of degree N. For j = 0, 1, ... , N pick y; E X so that Ily; II = 1 
and y;(J(J)) = IIJ(J)II. Put x; = Im)y; for 0 ~ j ~ N and x; = 0 for j> 
N. Obviously p((llx;ll j2:o) ~ p(m). By (iii) there is an X-valued trigonometric 
polynomial g* satisfying (2.2). We have 

00 

I)mJ(J)11 = (j, g*) ~ Ilg*lloollfllI 
j=O 

~ Cp((llx;ll)j2:o)llfII I ~ Cp(m)llfII I · 
Hence m x is (1, 1 )-bounded. 

Clearly Definition 2.1 yields 

Corollary 2.1. Every Banach space crudely finitely represelltable in a space of 
(HI -/I)-Fourier type is an (HI -/I)-Fourier type space. 

Let (/1, Q) be a measure space and let X be a Banach space. By L~(/1) we 
denote the space of X -valued Bochner /1 integrable functions on Q. 

Proposition 2.2. If X is an (HI -/I)-Fourier type space so is L~(/1l. 

Proof. It is enough to show that l~ is of (HI - 11 )-Fourier type, because for 
every measure space (/1, Q), L~(/1) is finitely representable in (~. 

Let f = Uk) be an I ~-valued analytic trigonometric polynomial. Then 
obviously each of the coordinates fk is an X-valued analytic trigonometric 
polynomial. Hence, by the hypothesis on X there is C > 0, such that for 
every mE FM 

00 

L IlmJk(J)ll x ~ Cp(mlllfklix (k = 0, 1 , ... ) . 
J=O 

Summing over all k, we get 
00 00 00 

L IlmJ(J)II,~ = L L IlmjJk(J)llx 
j=O J=O k=O 

00 

~ L Cp(mlllfklix = Cp(mlllfll,: . 
k=O 
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Corollary 2.2. If 1 :::; p :::; 2, then e is an (HI _II )-Fourier type space. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, L I = L~ is of (HI _II )-Fourier type. If 1 :::; p :::; 2 
then LP is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace of L I (cf. e.g. [R] for the 
complex case). 

Another obvious but useful consequence of Definition 2.1 is 

Corollary 2.3. Assume that a Banach space X satisfies 
(*) there is C > 0 such that for every f E H; there is a complex valued 

function ¢ E HI such that 

(2.3) IIJU)II :::; I¢U)I for j = 0, 1, ... ; 1I¢1I 1 :::;Cllfll l • 

Then X is an (HI - II )-Fourier type space. 

For 1 :::; P :::; 00 let Sp denote the pth Schatten-von Neumann unitary ideal, 
i.e. the space of all operators A: P -> 12 such that 

IIAlls = (trace(A* A)P/2) I/p < 00. 
p 

It is well known (cf. [G-K]) that SI coincides with the space of all nuclear 
operators on P and S2 with the space of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 

Theorem 2.2. (a) The space SI satisfies (*) with C = 1, hence it is an (HI_/I)_ 
Fourier type space 

(b) If 1 :::; p :::; 2 then Sp is an (HI -/2)-Fourier type space. 

The proof of Theorem 2.2 is based upon 

Theorem 2.3 (the noncommutative factorization theorem). For every f E H; 
p 

there are g and h in H~ such that 
2p 

(2.4) f=goh, 

Here f = go h means f(t) = g(t) 0 h(t) for t E IR, i.e. at each point t the 
operator f(t) is the composition of the operator h(t) with the operator g(t). 
To avoid misunderstanding we write here 

_1/11 r I/r IIflisp.r = ((2n) -11 IIf(t) lisp dt) for 1 :::; p < 00 and 1 :::; r < 00. 

Theorem 2.3 is due to combined efforts of Lowdenslager, Helson, Devinatz, 
Douglas, and Sarason (cf. [S, § 10] and references there). 

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let f E H; and g, h E H~ satisfy (2.4). Put 
I 2 

00 ) 

¢(t) = L L IIg(k)lIs)hU - k)lIs/)/ . 
)=0 k=O 
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Using the inequality IIA 0 Blls ::; IIAlls liB lis and (2.4) we get 
I 2 2 

11U)1 2: t, IIk(k) 0 hU - k)lls, 2: lit, k(k) 0 hU - k)lls ~ IIjU)lls, . 
I 

On the other hand, note that ¢ = G . H where 
00 

G = :L Ilg(J)ll sz eijt , 
j=O 

00 

H = :L IIh(J)ll s2 eill . 
j=O 

345 

Next observe that if E is a Hilbert space, then for every F E Hl, IIPII; = 
L~o IIF(J)II; and conversely for every sequence (x) E E with L IIxjll~ < 
00 the function L j?O xje ijl belongs to Hl. Thus remembering that S2 is a 
Hilbert space we get IIGlb = Ilgll s2 ,2 and IIHI12 = Ilhlls2,2' Now using the 
Schwarz inequality and (2.4) we get 

This proves part (a). 
To prove part (b), fix m E F M and define for /J = 1 , 2 the bilinear operators 

2 2 1 Uv : Ls x Ls ---+ Is by 
2// 2v /1 

Uv(g, h) = (m j t g(k)h(J - k)) . 
k=O 

First we verify that U// is bounded for /J = l, 2. Since S2 is a Hilbert 
space and S4 is a UMD space (cf. [Bl, Be-Gi-Mu]) there are Kv > 0 for 
/J = 1, 2 (actually KI = 1), such that if f E L~ then Rf E H~ and 

2v 2// 

IIRflls, , ::; KJfli s , where Rf is defined by (Rf) ~ (J) = 1(J) for j 2: 0 
.1/. ~ 2/J, .. 

and (Rf) ~ (J) = 0 for j < O. Next observe that if g and h are in L~ then 
2v 

f = Rg 0 Rh E Hi . Indeed, using the inequality IIA 0 Blls ::; IIAlls IIBlis and 
v p 2p 2p 

Schwarz's inequality we get 

Ilflls",I::; (2n:)-1 [nn II(Rg)(t)ll s2v 'II(Rh)(t)ll szv dt 

2 
::; IIRgiis IIRhiis ::; Kv Ilglls Ilhlls . 

2v . 2 2// . 2 2// . 2 2// . 2 

Now, by part (a) of the theorem, SI is an (HI - ,I)-Fourier type space; 
S2 being a Hilbert space has also the same property. Thus there are constants 
Cv > 0 for /J = 1 , 2 such that 
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In particular for 1= Rg 0 Rh we have 

II Ul/(g, h)ll/lv = L 11 m) t g(k)h(J - k)11 
;2:0 k=O Sv 

~ fu 11 m} ~(Rg) ~ (k)(Rh) ~ (j - k)t 

= L Ilm)j(J)11 ::; Cl/K,~p(m)llglls, Ilhlls,,' 
_IJ ,2 _11 ~ 

)2:0 

This proves the boundedness of the operators UI and U2 • 

Note that L~ x L~ and I~ are for 1 ::; p ::; 2 interpolation scales (cf. 
2p 2p P 

[BG-Lo]). Thus, by an interpolation theorem for multilinear operators (cf. [Bg-
Lo], p. 96) we infer that for each p with 1 ::; p ::; 2 there is a constant Mp > 0, 

2 2 such that IIUp(g, h)ll/i
p 

::; Mpllglls2P)hI12P,2 for g E LS2P ' h E LS2P ' where 

Up: L~2P x L~2P -t I~p is defined by Up(g, h) = (m) L~=o g(k) 0 h(J - k)))2:o' 
Now let I E H~ . By Theorem 2.3 there are g E H~ and h E H~ so that 

p ~ ~ 

(2.4) is satisfied. Thus we have 

L Ilm/(J)ll sp = IIUp(g, h)lll~ ::; Mpllglls2P,2 ::; Mpll/lls"I' 
)2:0 p 

Corollary 2.4. The dual 01 B(l2) has (HI - II )-Fourier type. 

Proal. We have S~ = B(l2). Hence [B(l2))* is finitely representable in SI 
because by the Local Reflexivity Principle (cf. [L-R]) the second dual of any 
Banach space is finitely representable in the space. 

Remarks. 1 0. Clearly X has (*) if there is C > 0, such that for every X-
valued analytic trigonometric polynomial there is ¢ E HI , such that (2.4) holds. 
Thus if X has (*), so does every space crudely finitely representable in X. 

2°. The classical factorization theorem for HI -functions easily yields that 
/1 has (*). Indeed given I = (h) E H/, , pick by the factorization theorem 

2 2 1/2 g = (gk) and h = (hk) so that gk E H , hk E Hand IIgkl1 2 = IIhkl12 = Illklll 
for k = 0,1,2, .... Then g E H/~; h E H/~' 1= gh and IIIIII = Ilg11211h112. 
The rest of the argument is the same as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 

3° . For every measure space (0, f.1) the space L I (f.1) is finitely representable 
in II. Thus, for 1 ::; p ::; 2, LP (f.1) has (*). 

Next we discuss some other classes of (HI _II )-multipliers and related classes 
of Banach spaces. 

Let 1 ::; p ::; 2. Denote by F Mp the Banach space (under the norm p p (.) ) 
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of scalar sequences m = (m . »0 ' such that 1 1_ 

(2.5) pp(m) = (sup f: ((I:S 1m)) p + 1m / + ImolP ) lip < 00. 

s>1 k=1 ks+1 

Observe that 

(2.6) F M2 = F M; F MI = II; if 1 :::; PI :::; P2 then F Mpl C FMpz ' 

((j + 1)-\~0 E n F Mp' 
p>1 

347 

Definition 2.2. A Banach space X E sr; if for every multiplier m E F Mp the 
induced operator m x is (1, 1 )-bounded. 

A Banach space X is an /l'J space, in symbols X E /l'J if there is C > 0 , 
such that 

<Xl 

(2.7) L(j + 1)-IIIJ(j)II:::; Cllfll l 
j>O 

I 
for f E Hx' 

/l'J stands for "Hardy inequality"; obviously (2.7) is a vector-valued ana-
logue of the Hardy inequality [Du]. 

Note that inclusions (2.6) yield that Yz is the class of all spaces of (HI _/1)_ 
Fourier type. ~ is the class of all Banach spaces (by the observation before 
Proposition 1.1) and 

(2.8) if 1 :::; PI :::; P2 :::; 2, then sr;l ~ ·Y;z ' .~ ~ /l'J ~ U sr; . 
p>1 

Proposition 2.1 generalizes to the case of sr;; we replace in (ii) and (iii) p(m) 
by pp(m). The proof remains the same. We also have a similar result for /l'J 
spaces. 

Proposition 2.3. For every Banach space X the following are equivalent: 
(j) X E /l'J. 
(jj) There is C > 0 such that for every eventually zero sequence (x;) j~O in 

X* with Ilx; II :::; (j + 1) -I for j = 0, 1 , ... there is an X* -valued trigonometric 
polynomial g* such that g* (j) = x; for j = 0, 1, 2, '" and Ilg* 1100 :::; C. 

Next we examine connections between Fourier type, type, and sr; classes. 
First we have 

Theorem 2.4. If a Banach space X has Fourier type p then X E sr; . 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 it suffices to show that there is C > 0 such that for 
every X -atom a and every m E F Mp 

00 
L = L Ilm/1(j)11 :::; Cpp(m). 

1=0 
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This is trivial for constant atoms. Otherwise it is enough to consider atoms 
supported on an interval [-J, J] for some J with ° < J < n (because a 
translate of an atom is again an atom). Given J as above pick a positive 
integer s so that sJ :::; 1 < sJ + J. Put 

s 00 00 (k+l)s 
LI = L II m)"lU) II ; 

j=O 
L2 = L IIm/lU)1I = L L Ilm/ljll· 

j=s+1 k=1 ks+1 
To estimate LI note that if mE F Mp then 

2' 2,-1(1+1) 
Lim) = L Imjl:::; pp(m) for r = 1,2, .... 

2,-1+ 1 2,-1 1+1 

Pick a nonnegative integer ro so that 2ro :::; s < 2'0+1 . Then J2'o+1 < 2sJ :::; 2. 
Thus remembering that (by 1.1) lIaU)II:::; JjS-1 for j = 0, 1, ... we get 

2'0+ 1 '0+ 1 2' 

LI :::; L IImjaU)1I :::; IImoa(O)1I + IIm la(I)1I + L L IImiU) II 
j=O r=1 2,-1+1 

,; 8-'" (Im,1 + ~ "t., Jlmj l) 

,; 8-' "pp(m) (I + ~ 2') ,; r' pp(m). 

To estimate L2 for k = 1, 2 ... pick jk so that 

lIaUk)1I = max{lIaU)II: ks < j :::; (k + l)s}. 

Then, by the Holder inequality, we get 
00 (k+l)s 

L2 :::; L lIaUk)1I L Imjl 
k=1 j=ks+! 

,; T'IP' (~ Cf:',lmj l) P) 'Ip ,; pp(m)T'IP 

where T = L~I lIaUk)IIP'. To estimate T first observe that for fixed k = 
1 , 2, ... and r = I , 2, ... ,s we have 

(k+I)s 
IlaUk)1I :::; lIa(ks + r)1I + L lIaU) - aU + 1)11 

j=ks+1 

(
(k+I)S ) lip' 

:::; lIa(ks + r)1I + slip j~t:+1 lIaU) - aU + 1 )IIP' 
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Averaging over r = I , 2, ... ,s we obtain 

( 
(k+I)s (k+I)s ) 

Ila(Jk)IIP' ~ 2P'/P S-I JfI11a(J)IIP' +sP'/P J=t=+Illa(J) - a(J + I)IIP' 

Thus summing over k = I , 2. .. we get 

T :s 2' /p (s ~ 1 J~ 1 IlaU) liP' + / /p j~l IlaU) - aU + I) liP') 

~ 2P' /p (s ~ 1 J~ 1 lIaU) 11" +", /p j~ 1 Ildu) II'') , 

where d(t) = a(t)(1 - e- il ). 

Now use the hypothesis that X has Fourier type p, say with constant K. 
Then 

T ~ 2P' /p K P' (s -IlIall~' + / /p Ildll~' ) . 
It follows from the definition of an X-atom supported on [-J, J] that Iialip ~ 

Ilall:/Pllall~P' ~ (nJ-I)I/P' . Hence 

Thus 

Ildll p ~ sup lI_e- il l(nJ- I )I/P' ~ nI/P'JI-I/P'. 
1119 

T ~ 2P'/P nKP'(S-I J -I +//PJP'/p) ~ 2P'/P nKP'(1 +S-I + I) < 6nKP'. 

, / I ' / Therefore L2 ~ (6n)P P Kpp(m) , and consequently L ~ (2- +(6nl P K)pp(m) . 

Corollary 2.5. If X has nontrivial Fourier type then X E Jf'J' . 

Next we have 

Proposition 2.4. If X E.c;;; for some p with I ~ p ~ 2 then X has cotype p' ; 
in particular all (HI _II )-Fourier type spaces have cotype 2. 
Proof. For arbitrary scalar sequence (A.,) r> I with L~ I lA/ = I define m = 
(m) J?O by mJ = 0 for j =I 2, 4, 8, ... ; -m2, = Ar for r = I , 2, .... Then a 
direct computation shows that pp(m) = I . Thus if X E.c;;; and (xr)r?1 is any 
eventually zero sequence in X then for the X -valued analytic trigonometric 
polynomial f = Lr?1 x re2'ti we have the estimate 

.z.:::: IIArXrl1 ~ Cllfill for (Ar)r?1 with .z.:::: IAl = I, 
r?1 
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, I I ' 
where C > 0 depends only on X. Hence 0:=,> I Ilx, liP) P ~ Cllfil l . Thus, 
by a result of Pisier [Pi 1] (cf. also [P]), X has c~type pi . 

Remark. The proof of Theorem 2.4 actually shows that if X has Fourier type 
p then 

(2.9) there exists C > 0 such that for every f E Hl,at and every mE F Mp 

Lj>o II/U)mjll ~ Cllfll l ,at' 
We show next that (2.9) implies a slightly stronger property than cotype pi 

of X; namely, 

Proposition 2.5. If X satisfies (2.9) then X* has type p. 
Proof. Similarly, as in the proof of Proposition 2.4, we show that (2.9) implies 

( 

00 ) lip' 

(2.10) !; 11/(2')IIP' ~ Cllfll l ,at for f E HI ,at. 

Now pick an eventually zero sequence (X;),>I in X* and put f* = L:I x,e i2'/ . 

Clearly 11/* III ~ Ilf* II BMO ' By Theorem 1.2, there is a numerical constant CI 
(independent of f* ) such that 11/* II BMo ~ Clllf* II(H~at) •. Thus applying (2.10) 
and the Holder inequality we get 

Ilf* II(Hi at )" = sup{l(f, f*)I: f E Hl' at, Ilflll ,at ~ 1} 

= sup { LX; (/(2')) : Ilflll ,at ~ 1} 
'2: I 

~ sup { (~IIX;II'rp' (~II](2')II'rp,: lilli"" ~ I} 
II ' 

~ C (~ IIx; "') P 

Thus Ilf*111 ~ CIC(L'2:lllx;IIP)IIP'. Therefore, by Pisier's theorem X* has 
type p. 

Applying Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 2.4 to L q and Sq we get 

Corollary 2.6. Let 1 ~ p < 00. Let Ep denote either an infinite-dimensional 
LP(v) space or the trace class Sp. Then m = (m) E F Mmin(2,p') iff mEp is 
(1 , 1 )-bounded. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, for every Banach space X if m x is (1, 1 )-bounded 
then m E F M2 = F M. Thus if 1 ~ p ~ 2 then the desired conclusion follows 
from Corollary 2.2 for Ep = L P (v) and from Theorem 2.2 for Ep = Sp . 

Let p > 2. Then min(2, pi) = pi . By a simple interpolation argument, Ep 
is of Fourier type pi (cf. [Pee and MI]). Thus, by Theorem 2.4, if mE FMp' 
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then mE is (1, 1 )-bounded. To prove the converse we modify an argument 
p 

from [Sz-W]. First we have 

Fact. If m~ is (00, 1 )-bounded, say with a bound K, then (l:k Im~ IP') Ijp' ::; 
" K. 

The fact is a direct consequence of 
10. lP is finitely representable in Ep' 
20

• If (ck)k>O is an eventually zero scalar sequence, and if (Ok)k>O is the 
unit vector basis of lP , then -

To complete the proof we shall show that if mE is (1, 1 )-bounded for 
p 

some m = (mk) then for s = 1, 2, ... m~ and m~ are (00, I)-bounded 
p p 

with a bound independent of s where m' = (m~) and m" = (m~) are defined 
b ' "0 ' ~ " ~ ~ k y mo = mo = ; mk = uOSd<sj2 mks+d ; mk = Usj2Sd<s mks+d lor = 
1,2, .... 

Let f be an Ep-valued analytic trigonometric polynomial. Fix s = 1, 2, ... 
and define fs by fs(t) = f(2st). Then ls(n) = 0 for n -::J 2ks, 1s(2ks) = J(k) 
for k = 0,1 .... Next put g = fsG where 

2s-1 

G(t) = L (1 -Is - j'l/s)e it/ • 

)'=1 

Then for n = 2ks + j with k = 0, 1, ... , j = 1, 2, ... , 2s - 1 
2s-1 

g(n) = L G(j')1s(n - j') = G(j)J(k). 
)'=1 

Since G is a shifted Fejer kernel, IIGlll = 1 . Thus Ilgll l ::; Ilfsllo<JGlll = Ilflloo . 
Hence, if C is a (1, 1 )-bound for mE' then 

p 

00 2s-1 

Cllflloo 2: Cllgll l 2: L Ilg(n)lllmnl 2: L L Im2ks+)G(j)IIJ(k)11 
n~O k=O j=l 

~ t L Im2kS+jIIIJik) II = ~ L Im~IIIJ(k)ll, 
k=O sSj<3sj2 k~O 

because, for s ::; j < 3s 12, G(j) 2: -!. Thus m~ is (00, 1 )-bounded with a 
p 

bound 2C. The verification of (00, 1) boundedness of M~ is similar. 
p 

We end this section by discussing the relationship between the type of a 
Banach space and the vector-valued Hardy inequality. The main result is: 

Theorem 2.5. If a Banach space X has nontrivial type, then X E Je'J . 
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Theorem 2.5 is due to Jean Bourgain and is published here with his permis-
sion. Our proof is slightly different from Bourgain's original argument (which 
deals with the integral analogue of the Hardy inequality on the real line). 

The proof is based on 

Theorem 2.6. If X has nontrivial type, then there are q E [2, 00] and C > 0, 
such that 

(~lIi(n)II') I;, "GII/II, lor I E L~. 
Theorem 2.6 is a particular of [B3, Theorem 1]. 
An easy consequence of Theorem 2.6 is 

Lemma 2.1. Let X have nontrivial type, let b be either a constant X -atom or 
an X-atom supported on (-n, n). For r real put er(s) = eirs for s E R. Then 

(
+00 ) Ijq 

~ II(ber) ~ (n)ll q ~ 2C + 1, 

where C and q are as in Theorem 2.6. 
Proof. If a is an X-atom supported on (-n, n), then IIall2 < Iiall oo < 1. 
Thus, by Theorem 2.6, 

Write ber = b(l) + b(2) where b(2) = (2n)-1 Drr(ber)(s) ds· 1 and b(l) = ber -
b(2). By the hypothesis on b, Ilberiloo ~ 1. Hence b(l) is a multiple of an 
X -atom by a nonnegative number ~ 2. Thus 

On the other hand, b(2) is a constant atom; therefore 

Proof of Theorem 2.5. A standard reduction as in the proof of Theorem 2.4 
shows that it is enough to prove 

(2.11) There exists K > 0 such that I:n>O lIa(n)ll(n + 1)-1 ~ K for every 
X-atom a supported on (-nJ, nJ) with 0< J ~ 1. 

Let m be the integer satisfying (m + 1) - 1 < J ~ m - 1 • Put 

S2(a) = L Ila(n)ll(n + 1)-1. 
n<m n~m 
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By (1.1) and the choice of m, Sl (a) ~ I:n<m 4- 12nJn(n + 1)-1 ~ nj2. To 
estimate S2(a) first observe that 

( )
1~1 I 

I (+00 I ) l/q n~(n+1)-q ~ i x-qdx =A(q)m- 1/Q , 

where A(q) = (q - 1)(1-Q)/Q • Thus, by the Holder inequality, 

S,(a) S; A(q)m -1/, (~lla(n)II') 1/, 

Let b be the periodic function on R defined by b(s) = Ja(sjm) for s E 
(-n,n),andlet bk=be_k/m for k=O, 1, ... ,m-1. Note that b is an X-
atom supported on (-n, n). Fix n = mj + k for j = 1, 2 .... Remembering 
that a(t) = ° for n> It I > nm- 1 and substituting s = mt we get 

2na(n) = j71/m a(t)e- int dt = j71 m-1a(sjm)e-iks/me-i}S ds 
-71/m -71 

-1 " = 2n(mJ) bkU). 

Thus Ila(n)11 ~ 211hkU)1l because mJ 2: ~. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, 
m-1 00 m-1 00 L Ila(n)ll q ~ 2q L L IlhkU)ll q ~ 2q L L IlhkU)ll q ~ (4C + 2)qm. 
k=O }=1 k=O -00 

Hence S2(a) ~ A(q)m- 1/Q(4C + 2)m 1/Q = A(q)(4C + 2). Thus we have estab-
lished (2.11) with K ~ A(q)(4C + 2) + nj2. 

Theorem 2.5 yields yet another characterization of Banach spaces with a 
nontrivial type. 

Proposition 2.6. For every Banach space X the lollowing are equivalent: 
( +) X has a nontrivial type, 
(++) there is a K> ° such that lor every IE Hl' at 

L 11/(n)ll(n + 1) -1 ~ Kll/ll1 ,at' 

n?:O 
Proof. (+) => (++) . This implication follows from (2.11). 

(++) => (+). First note that if a Banach space Y fails (++) then for 
every K > 0 there is a Y -valued trigonometric polynomial, say I, such that 
11/111 at ~ 1 and I:n>O ll/(n)ll(n + 1)-1 > K. Now a routine argument shows 
that if Y fails (++) and Y is crudely finitely representable in X, then X 
fails (++). (Note only that if E is a subspace of X, and I is an E-valued 
trigonometric polynomial, then II/IIH'a, 2: II/IIH,.a,.) Furthermore, it is well 

f. x 
known (cf. [M-P]) that if Px = 1 then L 1 is finitely represented in X. Thus 
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to prove the implication "not (+)" => "not (++)" it is enough to show that L' 
fails (++). To this end given K > 0 pick a trigonometric polynomial F so 
that IIFIILI = 1, J~rr F(t) dt = 2nF(0) = 0 and Ln>' IF(n)l(n + 1 )-' > K. 
Next define an L '-valued trigonometric polynomial -I by I(s) = ~ where 
Fs(t) = F(s + t). Clearly ](n) = F(n)en where en(t) = e int . Thus I(s) = 

Ln-lo F(n)ene inS . Hence J~rr I(s) ds = O. Obviously 11/(s)IILI = IlFsllLI = 

IIFIILI = 1 for S E R. Thus I is an L'-atom supported by (-n, n). Hence 
lilli, at:::; 1. 

On the other hand 

Remark. Theorem 2.5 obviously improves Corollary 2.5 because a Banach space 
with nontrivial Fourier type has nontrivial type (well known and easy). After 
the preliminary version of this paper had been written, J. Bourgain [B4] proved 
in August 1987 (solving a problem which has been open for a while, cf. [Mi)) 
the converse: 

Every Banach space with type > I has Fourier type > 1. This gives via 
Corollary 2.5 yet another proof of Theorem 2.5. 

3. PALEY SPACES 

Recall (cf. [Du, p. 103)) that m = (m»o is (H' -12)-multiplier iff 1 1_ 

a(m) ~ (Imol' + :~~n -2 ~i'lm/) '/2 < +00. 

Denote by PM the Banach space (under the norm a (.) ) of all sequences m 
satisfying (3.1). 

Definition 3.1. A Banach space X is called a Paley space provided for every 
(H' -12)-multiplier m the induced operator mx is (1, 2)-bounded. 

Recall that given q > 1 a sequence (nk)k>' of positive integers is called 
q-Iacunary for some q > 1 provided -

(3.2) 

A lacunary sequence is a q-Iacunary sequence for some q > 1 . 

Our first result collects several equivalent conditions for a Banach space of 
being a Paley space. 

Proposition 3.1. Let X be a Banach space. Then the lollowing are equivalent: 
(i) X is a Paley space, 
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(ii) there is C > 0 such that for every f E H~ and every mE PM 

( )

1/2 

L Ilm/(J)11 2 ~ Ca(m)llfI1 1 , 
pO 

(iii) for every lacunary sequence (n k)k?1 there is a constant C(nk ) > 0 such 
that for every X -valued analytic trigonometric polynomial f 

L 11/(nk )11 2 ~ [C(nk /llfI17 ' 
k?1 

(iv) for some q > 1 there is a constant Cq > 0 such that for every q-lacunary 
sequence (nk) and every X-valued analytic trigonometric polynomial f 

L 11/(nk )11 2 ::; C:llfl17 ' 
k?1 

(v) for some q > 1 there is a constant Cq > 0 such that for every eventually 
zero sequence (x;)k>1 in X* and every q-lacunary sequence (nk) there is an 
X* -valued trigonometric polynomial g * such that 

(3.3) 
k?1 

k(J) = 0 for j 2: 0, 
Proof. (i) =:;. (ii). Use a Baire category argument. 

(ii) =:;. (iii). Observe that every lacunary sequence belongs to PM. 
(iii) =:;. (iv). If (iv) were false then one could define inductively a sequence 

(I,) of X -valued trigonometric polynomials (each I, of degree Nr respectively) 
and a sequence ((nk'))k>l)r>1 of q-Iacunary sequences such that Nl 2: 1, and 
for r = 1 , 2, ... --

~ A (r+l) 111,11 1 =1, L..,111,+I(nk )1I2:2Nr ; 
k 

Let (nk)k?1 be the enumeration in the increasing order of the set 

U U {nY)}· 
r?2 N,_l <I<N, 

Then (nk)k?l is a lacunary sequence, and for r = 2,3, ... 

N, N,_l 

L 1I1,(nk )11 2 2: L 1I1,(n;r))11 2 - L 1I1,(n;'))112 

k?l 1=1 1=1 

2: 2Nr_ 1 - Nr_l 2: Nr_l , 

because III, III = 1 yields 1I1,(J) II ::; I for all j. Thus the lacunary sequence 
(nk)k?l would not satisfy (iii), a contradiction. 
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(iv) :::;. (V). The proof is similar to that of the implication (ii) :::;. (iii) of 
Proposition 2.1. 

(v):::;. (i). Let q and Cq be as in (v). Let mE PM. Fix qo > q. Then 

q~ -I q~ 
" 2 2" 2.2 -2k 2 2 
~ 1m) :::; qo ~ 1m) ] qo :::; a(m) qo' 
q~-I I 

Fix f E Hi. For k = 1, 2, ... pick nk with q~-I :::; nk < q~ so that 
• 2 • 2 k-I k 

Ilf(nk)11 = max{llfU)11 : qo :::; j < qo}' Obviously (n 2k _ l ) and (n 2k ) are 
q-lacunary sequences and 

q~-I 
" • 2 2 2 2' 2 
~ IlfU)11 1m) :::; [a(m)] qo Ilf(nk)11 
A-I 

qo 

for k = 1,2, .... 

Next fix a positive integer N and choose for k = 1 , 2, ... functionals x; and y; in X* so that 

k=1 k=1 

N ( N ) 1/2 
~X;(](n2k_I)) = ~ 11](n2k _I )11 2 

~y;(j(n'k)) ~ (t. 11/(n2k )II') '/' 
It follows from (v) that there are X* -valued trigonometric polynomials g~ and g; such that IIg~lloo + Ilg;ll oo :::; 2Cq, g~(n2k_l) = x;, g;(n2k ) = y; for 
k= 1,2, ... ,N, g~U)=O for j"20 and j#n l ,n3 , ••• ; g;U)=O for 
j "2 0 and j # n2 ' n4 , ..•• Clearly 

(/, g: + g;) ~ (t,II/(n,,-, )11') >/' + (t,II/(n2k)II') ,/, 
:::; Ilfll,llg~ + g;ll oo :::; 2Cqllfll,. 

Hence 

)=0 k=1 q~-I 

<: /(O)II'lmoi' + [a( m)]2 q~ ( (t,II/( n'H) II' ) '/2 + (t,II/("2k) II') '/') 2 

222 2 :::; [a(m)] (1 + 4Cqqo)llfll , . 
Thus m is (1, 2 )-bounded. 
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R. E. A. C. Paley proved in [Pal that characteristic functions of lacunary 
sequences are (HI -12)-multipliers. This together with the equivalence (i) => (v) 
motivate the name "Paley spaces". 

We begin the discussion of Paley spaces with the obvious 

Corollary 3.1. Every space which is crudely finitely representable in a Paley space 
is itself a Paley space. 

Next we have (compare with Proposition 2.4): 

Proposition 3.2. If X is a Paley space then X is cotype 2. 

Proof. For an arbitrary eventually zero sequence (Xk)k>1 in X put f = 

Lk> I xked I. Since X is a Paley space, there is an absol~te constant C2 (in-
dependent of the sequence (xk k::~ I) such that 

L Ili(l)11 2 = L II xk l1 2 ~ C;llfll~. 
Thus, by a result of Pisier (cf. [Pi 1] and [P]), X has cotype 2. 

Remarks. 10. The space L 1/ H~ is of cotype 2 (cf. [B2]), but it is not a Paley 
space. Indeed define m = (m) by m2k = k- I for k = 1,2, ... , mj = 0 

for j ;::: 0, j =I 2, 4, 8, . ... If L I / H~ were a Paley space, then the oper-
ator m L 1 /Ho induced by m would be (1, 1 )-bounded. This would contradict 
Proposition 1.1. 

20 . For ever p with 1 < p < 2 there are spaces in the class Sj; which are 

not of cotype 2 (for instance Lpl or Spl). Thus for p < 2 the class Sj; (as 
well as Jf"J) is not contained in the class of Paley spaces. However, we have 

Proposition 3.3. Every space of (HI - II )-Fourier type is a Paley space. 
Proof. Let m = (m) be an (HI - II)-multiplier. Then for every sequence 
(A»O E 12 the sequence (Am»o is a (HI - II)-multiplier. Hence, if X 

1 1_ 1 1 l_ 

is of (HI -/I)-Fourier type then for every f E H~, Lj>o IAjmjllli(J)11 < 00 
2 2' 2 for every (Aj) E I . Hence, by the Landau theorem, Ln:o Imjl Ilf(J)11 < 00. 

Now a standard Baire category argument yields that mx is (1, 2)-bounded. 
We shall show next that a slightly stronger assumption than "cotype 2" already 

implies that a space is Paley. 

Theorem 3.1. If X* is of type 2, then X is a Paley space. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1.1 it is enough to prove 

Proposition 3.4. If x* has type 2, then for every q > 1 there is a constant Cq 

such that 
(3.4) for every q-Iacunary sequence (nk)k?1 and every f E H~,at 

"" 2 2 2 ~ Ilf(nk)ll x ~ Cq Ilflll ,at' 
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Proof. It is enough to show that there is a constant Cq such that for every 
q-Iacunary sequence (n k ) and for every X-atom a 

(3.5) 

This is trivial for constant atoms. Otherwise it is enough to consider atoms 
supported on the interval [-7((5, no] for some 0 with 0 < 0 ::; 1 (because a 
translate of an atom is again an atom). Let ko be the positive integer satisfying 
nk ::; 0- 1 < nk + 1 . Write L = Ll + L2 where 

o 0 

ko 

Ll = :L Ila(nk )11 2 , 
k=1 

To estimate Ll observe that (3.2) implies 
ko-l 

-1 II -1 k-k 
nknko ::; n j n j + 1 ::; q 0 for 1 ::; k ::; ko. 

j=k 

Now using the estimate IlaU)11 ::; nolJI/8 for J = 0, ±1, ±2 which follows 
from (1.1) we obtain 

( )

1/2 ,f, , Ila(n,)II' 
IV :L X;(a(n k ))· 

k=ko+ 1 

Put 
IV 

f *( ) " * in".' iii t = ~ xke 
k=ko+l 

Remembering that a is supported on [-no, no] and therefore IlalLXl ::; 0- 1 

we have 
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Substituting t = S6 we get 

(2nJ)-1 i1!:t5llf~(t)llx' dt = (2n)-1 i1!:t5llf~(SJ)llx' dt. 

Observe that 
N 

f~(sJ) = L x;eiiokS 
k=ko+l 

where Ak = nkJ for k = ko + 1, ko + 2, .... Clearly (Ak)bk is a sequence of 
o 

real numbers such that Ak +1::::: nk +1(nk + 1)::::: 1 and infbk Ak+lA~1 ::::: q > 1. 
o 0 0 0 

Thus, by [P, Theorem 3], there is a constant C(q) (depending only on q) such 
that 

N- ko+l 
L rj(w)x;+ko dw. 
j=1 

Hence if T2 is a type 2 constant of X* then 

Thus 

(t Ila(nk)112) 1/2 :::; C(q)T2' 
ko+l 

Consequently L2 :::; C(q)2T;. This completes the proof of (3.5) with 
2 2 

2 n q 2 2 
Cq = 64l- 1 + C(q) T2 . 

Observe that in fact (3.4) characterizes Banach spaces whose first duals are 
of type 2. Precisely we have 

Proposition 3.5. If X is a Banach space such that for some q > I there is a 
constant Cq such that (3.4) holds. then X* is of type 2. 

The proof of Proposition 3.5 is similar to that of Proposition 2.5. 
Next we discuss the case of complex Banach lattices. 
Let X be an arbitrary Banach space and let (E, II·II E) be a Banach lattice of 

absolutely integrable scalar functions on a probability space (0, f1) (cf. e.g. [L-
T, Chapter ID. By Ex we denote the space of X -valued Bochner f1-integrable 
functions f on 0 such that the function W -+ IIf(w)ll x belongs to E equipped 
with the norm 

IIfIIE\ = 1IIIf(')llxIIE' 

Recall that if (E, II· liE) c Ll(f1) is as above, then the lattice norm II· liE is 
said to be two concave provided there is a constant A such that for every finite 
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sequence Uk) in E 

With these concepts we have 

Proposition 3.6. If X is a Paley space and (E, II . liE) is a two concave function 
lattice then E x is a Paley space. 
Proof. Let (n k ) be a fixed lacunary sequence. Let F be an Ex-valued analytic 
trigonometric polynomial. Then F(w) is an X-valued analytic trigonometric 
polynomial and F (w) ~ (j) = F (j) (w) .u-almost everywhere for all j. Since 
X is a Paley space, there is a constant C = C(X, (n k )) > 0 such that .u-almost 
everywhere 

Since II· liE is a lattice norm, the latter inequality implies 

:::: C(2n)-lll.fflt 11P(.)(t)llxdtt . 
E 

Since the norm of the integral is dominated by the integral of the norm, we get 

C(2n)-1 Ililtit 11P(·)(t)llx dtt :::: C(2n)-l iltlt 1111P(·)(t)IIIIE dt = CllPll l · 

On the other hand, the two concavity of the norm II· liE implies 

Thus 

(;;= IIF(nk)II~,r ~ (DIIIF(nk)(o)lIxlli) 1/' 

<; A (;;= IIF(nk)(o)lI~ r 
E 

Corollary 3.2. Let I :::: p :::: 2. Then for every measure space (vS) and every 
Paley space X the space Li(v) is a Paley space. 

It is well known that Li (v) is finitely represented in Li. For 1 :::: p :::: 2, 
LP is a complex two concave Banach lattice on a probability space. Thus the 
desired conclusion follows from Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 3.6. 
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Another simple consequence of Proposition 3.6 is 

Theorem 3.2. A complex Banach lattice is a Paley space iff it is of cotype 2. 

Proof. Let E be a Banach lattice of cotype 2. Since a Banach space is Paley iff 
every separable subspace is Paley, we can assume without loss of generality that 
E is separable. Thus we can also assume that E being of cotype 2 is a lattice 
of integrable functions on a probability space (0, J.1) and the lattice norm of 
E is two concave (cf. e.g. [L-T, Chapter I]). Now we apply Proposition 3.6 for 
X = C. The converse implication follows from Proposition 3.2. 

Finally we shall show 

Thoerem 3.3. The dual of a C* -algebra is a Paley space. 

The proof is based on two lemmas. The first exploits the C* -algebra structure 
via the von Neumann inequality (cf. [H, No. 229]). 

Lemma 3.1. If X is a C* -algebra, then 

112- las+(I-i)a-2saa211:,,::: 1 

for a E X with Iiall :"::: 1, a E C with lal = 1, and 0:,,::: s :"::: 1 . 
Proof. Let P(P) = rlas + (1 - i)p - r lSap2. Then by the von Neumann 
inequality 

IIP(a)11 :"::: sup IP(P)I for a E X with Iiall :"::: 1 . 
1111=1 

Let P = e ifJ , a = e ifJo • Then 2- I (ajJ - Pa) = isin(eo - e). Thus 

sup IP(ft)1 = sup lis sin(eo - e) + 1 - il :"::: 1 . 
1111=1 O:5,fJ<2n 

Lemma 3.1 allows one to adopt the one-sided Riesz product construction (cf. 
[Sm]) for functions with values in a C* -algebra. 

Lemma 3.2. Let (Uk) I <k<N be a finite sequence of unitary elements of a C*-
algebra X and let (sk)I<-k<N be a sequence of nonnegative numbers such that 
""N 2 4- I - -L....k=1 sk = . 

Then for every q > 2 and every q-lacunary sequence (nk)k21 there is an 
X -valued trigonometric polynomial g such that 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

N 

g(nk) = 2- ISk II (l-sJ)uk 
j=k+1 

for k = 1 , 2, ... , N - 1 , 

g(n) = 0 for n > 0 and n =f=. n l ' n2 , •... 
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Proof. Define inductively a sequence (gk)l:Sk:S}\, of X-valued trigonometric 
polynomials by 

_ 2-1 in,l 
gl- siul e , 

-I in.1 2 -I -I -in I 
gk = 2 skuke k + (1-sk)gk_1 - 2 skgk_Iuk gk_I e k 

for k = 2, 3, ... , N. 

Then grn satisfies (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) with N replaced by m and g replaced 
by grn' Indeed assume that, for some m > 1, grn-I satisfies (3.6)-(3.8). 
Fix t E (-n, n), put srn = S, 0: = einml , a = grn-I (t)U~II. The hypoth-
esis Ilgrn-lll oo ~ 1 implies lIall = Ilgrn_l(t)11 ~ 1. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, 
Ilgrn(t)u:111 ~ 1. Thus Ilgrn(t)11 ~ 1 because urn is a unitary element. Hence 
grn satisfies (3.6). Next observe that the assumption that grn-I satisfies (3.7) 
and (3.8) implies (grn-Iurngrn-I) ~ (n) = 0 for n ~ 2n rn _ l . Thus the condi-
tion nrn · n:~ 1 ~ q > 2 implies that all nonnegative Fourier coefficients of the 

I . I 2- 1 -I -in I . h pO ynomta srngrn_1 Urn grn-I e m vallIS. Now it is evident that if grn-I 
satisfies (3.7) and (3.8), then so does grn' 

We put g = gN' 

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let X be a C* -algebra. Since X* embeds isometrically 
into X*** , and X** is a unital C* -algebra, we may assume that X is a unital 
C* -algebra. Let f be an X* -valued analytic trigonometric polynomial and let 

A 2 
(n k ) be a q-lacunary sequence for some q > 2. Put S = Lk Ilf(nk)11 . If 
S = 0 there is nothing to prove. If S#-O, fix N so large that j(nk ) = 0 
for k > N. Put x; = j(nk )· (2VS)-I, sk = Ilx;11 (k = 1,2, ... , N). Then 

N 2 -I . Lk=1 sk = 4 . By the Russo-Dye theorem [Bo-Dn, p. 210], there eXIsts a 
sequence (Uk)l:Sk:SN of unitary elements of X such that 

* -I k sk ~ xk (uk) ~ 2 Sk for = 1, 2, ... , N. 

Let g be an X-valued trigonometric polynomial satisfying (3.6)-(3.8) for 
the sequences (n k ), (Sk) and (Uk)' Then 

N N 
(g, (2VS)-l f ) = I>k II (1 - S~)X;(Uk) ~ 2- 1 L>~ II (1 - s~). 

k j=k+1 k j=k+1 

Next observe that the condition L~=I s; = 4- 1 implies that 
N 

inf II (1 - S~) ~ C > 0 
k 

J=k+1 

where c is a numerical constant independent both of N and of the sequence 
(sk) . Thus 
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On the other hand, 

(2v's) -'llfll, ~ (2v's) -'llfll,llgll oo ~ (g, (2v's) -, f) . 

Thus Ilfll, ~ 4-' cv's; equivalently 

(~lIj(nk)112) '/2 '" 4c- I Il/II,. 

Corollary 3.3. If 1 ~ p ~ 2 then Sp is a Paley space. 
Proof. For 1 < p ~ 2 the dual (Sp)* = Spf is of type 2 (cf. [T-J]). SI is the 
dual of the C* -algebra of all compact operators on 12 so we can apply Theorem 
3.3. Alternatively we can use Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 3.3. 

4. REMARKS AND UNSOLVED PROBLEMS 

4.1 Paley spaces versus spaces of (H' -I')-Fourier type. We do not know exam-
ples of Paley spaces which are not of (H' -/1 )-Fourier type. We do not even 
know whether for every Paley space the vector-valued Hardy inequality holds. 

The vector-valued Hardy inequality is not a "formal consequence" of the 
vector-valued Paley inequality in a natural sense described next. 

Let PM· 12 be the class of scalar sequences m = (mJ ) such that m· = as 
} ) ) 

1 
for j = 0,1, ... for some (a) E PM and (s) E I~. We have 

(4.1) (m;) E PM ./' iff ~ (~' Im,r < 00, 

because 
i-I 

(4.2) (a) EPM iff sup L la/ < 00. 
k;:::1 2,-1 

Clearly, if X is Paley space then for every m E PM· 12 , m x is (1,1)-
bounded. On the other hand, the Hardy multiplier ((j + 1)-1) J;:::O does not 

belong to PM ./2 , because L~::::-,t(j + 1)-1 ~ ~ for k = 1,2, .... 

4.2. More characterizations of Banach spaces with type > 1. Propositions 3.4 
and 3.5 can be modified to obtain yet another characterization of Banach spaces 
with nontrivial type. 

Proposition 4.1. A Banach space X has type > 1 iff for some p ~ 2 there is 
C > ° such that for every 2-lacunary sequence (n k) 

(4.3) (~III(nk)II'r' "'CU/II I ." lor/EH':i"· 

Moreover, (4.3) holds if I p' is the type of x* . 
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For the necessity of (4.3) first observe that if X has type> 1, then X* 
has type > 1, say p' (cf. [M-Pi]). Next we essentially repeat the argument 
of Proposition 3.4. Conversely, if (4.3) holds for some p 2: 2 then a similar 
argument to that of Proposition 2.5 yields that X* has type p'. Thus X has 
type> 1. 

After reading the preliminary version of this paper, G. Pisier has kindly 
communicated to us that another modification of the proof of Proposition 3.4 
yields 

Proposition 4.2. A Banach space X has type > 1 iff there is a constant C > 0 
such that 

where (rk ) is the Rademacher system. 

fi f H I,at 
or Ex' 

4.3. (1, 2)-bounded multipliers from Hip into lip. We do not have a satisfac-
tory description of scalar sequences m such that m L P is (1, 2 )-bounded. To 
formulate our conjecture we first introduce new classes of sequences. 

Let 2::; r ::; 00. Let P Mr be the class of scalar sequences m = (m j) j such 
that a,( m) < 00 , where 

( 

k r12) I/r 
a,(m) ~ Imo!' + ~ (~llml) for 2 oS r < 00; 

aoo(m) = max (Imol' sup (2i=l Im/) 1/2) . 
k2:1 2k - 1 

By (4.2), P Moo = PM as classes of sequences, i.e. aoo and a are equivalent 
norms. Clearly P M2 coincides with P . Thus, if m E P M2 then mx is (1, 2)-
bounded for every Banach space X. Furthermore, it follows from Proposition 
1.1 that if either X = Co or X = L 1 / H~ then m x is (1, 2 )-bounded iff m E 
PM2 · 

Conjecture. Let Ep denote either an infinite LP (/1)-space or Sp' 1 ::; p < 00. 

Let r 2: 2 so that r- I = max(2- 1 - p-l ,0). Then 
(4.4) m E P Mr iff mE is (1, 2)-bounded. 

P 

In fact, what is left is the validity of the implication: "m (1, 2)-bounded 
Ep 

=> mE PMI/2_l/p" for p > 2. 
If 1 ::; p ::; 2 then, by Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3, Ep is Paley space. Thus, (4.4) 

is a consequence of (3.1), because if mx is (1, 2)-bounded for some Banach 
space X then mE PM = PMoo ' 
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We also have 

Proposition 4.3. Let 2 < p < 00. Let mE PMI / 2_ I / p ' Then mE is (1,2)-
p 

bounded. 
Outline of the proof. It is well known that (Ep)' can be identified with Ep" 
Furthermore, for p > 2, Ep' is of type p' (cf. e.g. [M-Pi and TJ]). Thus the 
desired conclusion follows from the next two facts. 

Corollary 4.1. If X* is of type p' > 1 and If r satisfies r -I - 2- 1 = P -I , then 
there is a positive C such that for every m E PM, and every f E Hi' at , 

(4.5) (2: IljU)11 2Im/) 1/2 ::; Ca,(m)llflll ,at' 

}>O 

Corollary 4.2. If X* is of type p' > 1 and m E PM, with r- I = 2- 1 _ p-I 

then mx is (1, 2)-bounded. 
Proof of Corollary 4.1. Fix f E Hi' at and pick nk for k = 1, 2, . .. so that 
2k- 1 ::; nk < 2k and Ilj(nk)11 = max{lljU)II: 2k- 1 ::; j < 2k}. Then (nk) is the 
union of two 2-lacunary sequences. Now using Proposition 4.1 and the Holder 
inequality we get (4.5). 

Corollary 4.2 follows from Corollary 4.1 and Theorem 1.1. 

4.4. Paley spaces versus 2-uniformly PL convexifiable spaces. Comparing results 
of §3 with results in [D-Ga-TJ] (cf. also [B-D]), it is natural to ask what is the 
relationship between Paley spaces and 2-uniformly PL convexifiable spaces. 

Recall that a Banach space X is 2-uniformly PL convexifiable provided it 
has an equivalent norm II· II such that for some c > 0 

(2n)-1 [lClC IIxe itYl12 dt ~ IIxl12 + c2 11Y112. 

After this paper had been submitted for publication, J. Bourgain communi-
cated to us an example of Paley space which is not 2-uniformly convexifiable. 
On the other hand, G. Pisier observed that every 2-PL convexifiable space is a 
Paley space. Combining Pisier's result with [D-Ga-TJ, Theorem 4.3] (due to U. 
Haagerup), one gets an alternative proof of our Theorem 3.3. 

4.5. More about preduals of C* -algebras. After this paper had been submitted 
for publication, U. Haagerup and G. Pisier [Ha-Pi] generalized Theorem 2.3 
(the noncommutative factorization theorem) to the case of an arbitrary C*-
algebra. As a consequence they generalized our Theorem 2.2 to the following: 
Every predual of a C* -algebra is of (HI - {I )-Fourier type; in particular for 
every predual of a C* -algebra the vector-valued Hardy inequality holds. The 
same result was independently obtained by P. Muhly [Mu]. For related results 
see also Xu [X 1, X2] and [Pi2]. 

Finally observe that our Theorem 3.3 combined with Proposition 1.1 implies 
the result due to Pisier (cf. [D-Ga-T J, Theorem 6.3 and Corollary 6.4]) that 
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the disc algebra is not the continuous image of any C* -algebra. The approach 
via the vector-valued Paley inequality seems to be slightly simpler than that 
presented in [D-Ga-TJ]. This approach was also proposed by G. Pisier who 
knew a long time ago that the trace class Sl and the dual of B(l2) are Paley 
spaces (private discussion in Georgenthal in 1981). 
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